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Animal crossing new leaf eye guide shampoodle

in: In the construction site, Guides Edit Sharing This site is currently under construction. Please help us expand this article by editing. At the first start of the game, the player is found on the train. The rover, the cat, approaches the player asks different questions. In addition to selecting an urban layout from a series of maps, character
naming and city, these questions will determine what type of face, hair and clothing the player will have when he steps out of the train station. The shape of the eye is permanent and cannot be changed, although the hairstyle and eye color can be changed to shampoo when unlocked. Below is a list of all possible options for different faces
that a player can have a character. 1. Reply 2. Answer 3. Answer Boy Girl, who's never been there before, moving, I'm going to get a place where I've never been there before. I'm moving. I'm sure I'll be fine, I've never been there I can't say! Guess! I've never been there, I can't say! How'd you know? I don't remember moving. No, it's not
that, I don't remember, I don't know, I don't think I'm going to remember, I don't know, I'm going to let fate decide... It's a secret! Ghost, it's a secret! You've got it! It's a secret! It's a secret, pretty sharp. I'm moving over there. It's a secret! That's where I'm moving. I'm serious. Within the framework of construction guides, Community content
is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Share In New Leaf, the player can change the color of the eye using contact lenses. The option is available via Harriet in Shampoo when it is open for 14 days and the player has had at least one hair. Similar to the haircut, the player is asking a series of questions that determine the
color, and will be charged 3,000 bells. When a player pays for bells, he can't cancel a color change. A change in eye color is only available in the player and the door must be closed. The colour of a player's eye cannot be changed if their hairstyle has been made on the same day. Color guide To get the color you want, the player must
select the answers that define the result. The guide below shows the different colors available. The first second color wide skies Pitch black. Wide sky Clear, blue sky. Wide skies, like rain is coming. Big trees, their abundant foliage. Big trees, their disturbed trunks. Big trees, their endless seed. The endless ocean Tropical, blue ocean. The
endless ocean of the Cold, soft ocean. The infinite ocean, the coral ocean. Community content shall be made available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Harriet, in addition to Shampoodle returning again to Animal Crossing: The New Leaf, runs from 10am - 22:00; unlocked by waiting 7 days since Kicks opened, and spending a
total of 10,000 bells on Kicks/Able Sisters - construction takes three they are quite straight forward and are there from the beginning. You can change your hairstyle once a day for 3,000 bells, defined by a series of questions. There are 15 possible hairstyles for each gender, and when you style all 15 Harriet will allow you to style those of
the opposite sex. In addition, there are 16 different hair colors that you want to choose. The paths to choose for each specific hairstyle/color are listened to below (for better reading, an open image in a new tab, and zoom or zoom on the page); Eye color:When the shampoo has been open for 14 days and you have changed your hairstyle
at least once, you will gain the ability to change the color of your eyes. The concept is quite simple, similar to hairstyles, it will ask you a series of questions that will ultimately determine your color. It costs 3,000 bells to change the color of your eyes. The paths to be selected for a particular eye colour are listed below; Mii Mask:Mii masks
are simple, and basically the same as they were in City Folk. Simply talk to Harriet and choose an option, then you will be given the option to use one of your Mii's as a mask for your character – this mask is removable, but you can't wear accessories over the mask. It costs 3,000 bells to get a Mii mask. Page 2 -森ぶe-2-2-2-3-2-2-2-2-2-2-
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 3-2-2-2-4-2-2-2-2-3-3-3-3-3-4-3 Despite the age of the game received a second wind when Nintendo revealed the compatibility of Amiibo. As waves of players, new and old, continue to enjoy the wonderful little Nintendo 3DS game, some issues still remain after all these years. The most important of these, apparently,
revolves around hair. Share this article *First Published: May 13, 2020, 14:08 Nahila Bonfiglio reports on geek culture and casinos. Her work also appeared on KUT's Texas Standard (Austin), KPAC-FM (San Antonio) and the Daily Texan. The eye color of your character in Animal Crossing: New Leaf can be changed in the Shampoo salon
two weeks after the first change of hairstyle. The color of the contacts you get depends on how you answer Harriet's questions. This chart will show you how to answer these questions to get the color of the eye you want, start with a question where it asks what leaves the biggest impression on you. This guide uses the exact text of
english language versions. You can also see my New Leaf Hair Guide.Note: To change the color of your eyes, you need to be in your place and your door must be closed. Wide skies. Resin black. Wide skies. Clear, blue sky. Wide skies. It's like the rain's coming. Big trees. Their abundant foliage. Big trees. Their disturbed trunks. Big
trees. Their infinite hue. The infinite ocean. Tropical, blue ocean. The infinite ocean. A cold, soft ocean. The infinite ocean. Ocean coral. for Happy Home Designer Look Guide? jvgsjeff is on Youtube, Facebook, Pinterest, Tumblr and Twitter.Subscribe, follow or as for Animal Crossing pictures, videos and more! Shampoo is a hair dresser
that can be unlocked in Main Street. At Shampoodle, you can talk to Harriet the poodle. It can change your hair style, hair color and eye color. It can also change your appearance to match one of the Miis that you created in Mii Maker. How to unlock the shampoo is to unlock shampoos, you must first unlock kicks. To do this, you must
spend at least 8000 bells in the Able Sisters store. The kick will open if it's been at least 10 days off your town. Then he spends 10,000 bells in The Capable Sisters or Kicks. When Kicks is open for at least ten days, Shampoo will unlock and open on the second story of the Capable Sisters building. How to change your hairstyle Talk to
Harriet and pay to change her hairstyle. Sit in the styling chair and Harriet will ask you a series of questions. Your answers determine the haircut he gives you. The chart below shows the hairstyles you can get for your character based on the answers to Harriet's questions. Note: You can only change your hair once a day. Slider
ValueAnswer 1Answer 2Male HairstyleFemale Hairstyle CasualLoose and wavyLaid-back Confident/Floaty-fairy StylishRole model I like it left alone HalfwayweenthemiddleandthetopMessyI wish I could clean it It's purpose CleanI like to style my hair! Naturally, it's the best! In the saddle, or on the way between Middle Inbottom, I'm very
serious! Fight and conquer! Grin and wear it! I'm making trouble! I'm going to calm down. A rebel for life! FormalBusinessFresh Vintage PrivateParty Date SecretRandom How to change hair color When changing hair style, Harriet also raises questions about your desired hair color. There are sixteen possible hair colors. Color
TypeChoiceColor NaturalSlider at the topBlack slider near the top Ofsh brown slider centered between the middle and topCoding brown slider just above the middle Bright brown slider in the middleRanss Slider a little below the middlePale gray brown slider near the bottomRed-gold Slidesnik at the bottom ofBlonde IntenseIncendial Love
ColorApple red Forest colorDark green Deep sea colorDark blue Moody colorPastel Purple BrightSweet lovePink Clear skySky blue New leavesLight green Angel wingsWhite Opposite Gender Hairstyle After Harriet haschanged your hairstyle 151 times, Harriet might offer to give you a opposite gender hairstyle. Ruthless hairstyles If you
do not play your game for fifteen days, your character will automatically have relentless hairstyles. You can fix it by going back to Shampoo and getting a new hairstyle. If you have a nice place in place, it will take longer for your hair to become an unasuthing style. Harriet Makeup Can Also Give You Makeup To Like every Mii you saved in
Mia Maker. Just ask for a makeup option. The cost is 3,000 bells. Harriet's going to create a mask that looks like Mia. You can put your mask on or take it off at any time. Your Mii masks will be under custom designs that you can access by tapping the pencil tab on the touchscreen. Tap Mii Mask to put it on. Tap Mii to take it off. You can
also take down mii mask by opening inventory, tapping your person and choosing remove the hat. The Mii mask will also be removed automatically if you put on accessories or another hat. How to change eye color If it's been a fortnight since you first changed your hairstyle with Harriet, you can ask Harriet to give you color contacts. Your
answers to her questions change the color you get. There are six possible eye colors: black, brown, green, greenish-blue, blue, navy blue. The table below explains how to get different eye colors. Answer 1Reseor 2Eye Color Extensive skyPitch blackBlack Clear blue skyNavy blue Like the rain was comingGreenish blue Large
treesAbundant leavesGreen Sturdy trunksBrown Endless shadowsBlack Infinite OceanTropic, blue oceanBlue Cold, wintry oceanGreenish blue Ocean coral coralGreen
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